META GAMMA DELTA

WOMEN DEFI-YING
THE DEFI SPACE
ISSUED TO
Dragon Quest Virtual Hackathon

PURPOSE

Who We Are
Meta Gamma Delta is a buidl sorority DAO on a
real mission to provide support for dope
projects made by dope women/adjacent/allies/
cis/non-binary/insert PC category. We were
founded at ETHDenver 2020 and have 19
members to date.

Objective
As the Alpha class of MGD, we wanted to participate in this hackathon to support MetaCartel,
as well as work on this as our first official "class project"! We found ourselves asking, how
much do we know about DeFi and is it possible to encourage more women to take hold of their
financial future and put their assets in DeFi?
As a DAO, we assumed that when comparing users identifying as male compared to users
identifying as female participating in DeFi dapps, there would be significantly less women.
According to the Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Finance, there is a significant gender
gap when it comes to Bitcoin financial literacy. Women tend to have a weaker knowledge
regarding Bitcoin characteristics compared to men and have less of an actual understanding of
financial literacy when it comes to cryptocurrency opportunities. While this is specific to
Bitcoin, we believe these stats can most likely be applied to Ethereum and other blockchains
as well, implying that there is a need for female focused DeFi dapp usage campaigns.
We are lucky to have members directly involved in the DeFi space so we thought...why don't
we break it down using our experience and highlight a women led project In the space. This
submission acts as both a research guide and as inspo for women interested in learning about
DeFi and/or buidling a DeFi dapp.

Our Goals Post Hackathon
Continue working on this as a living document for MGD DAO & friends
Provide the "WTF IS DEFI" research to incoming members that are not familiar with DeFi
Walk through the "OPYN GUIDE" on a Zoom call with women who want to protect their DeFi
deposits and hedge ETH risk + do more Zoom calls highlighting other female led DeFi protocols
Begin a MDG Medium account with the interviews conducted with the Opyn founders and add
more female influenced interviews to the mix
Provide feedback from the research to Opyn to encourage a female targeted marketing campaign

WTF IS DEFI
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SO WTF IS DEFI?
TLDR ~ Decentralized finance aims to
create a financial system that’s open to
everyone and minimizes one’s need to trust
and rely on central authorities.
Technologies like the internet,
cryptography, and blockchain give us the
tools to collectively build and control a
financial system without the need for
central authorities.

LIT. Down to read more? Let’s dive in!
Historically, central authorities such as governments have issued the currencies that underpin
our economies. Central banks and institutions were expected to carefully manage and regulate
the supply of currency in circulation. As the size and complexity of our economies grew, these
central authorities gained more power as more people placed trust in them.You trust your
government to not print more money overnight.
You trust your bank to safely store your money. And, when it comes to investing, you trust
your assets to a financial adviser. By handing control of your money over to others, you hope
to earn a profit. But the sad truth about our current financial system is that the power that
comes along with this trust isn’t always rewarded.
There’s a saying in the blockchain space: “Don’t trust, verify.” Because with a blockchain
network, you as an individual can verify any and every transaction that occurs on the
blockchain.
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Take control of that money, sis!
DeFi allows everyone to take charge of their financial well-being. Almost all DeFi applications
are built on the Ethereum blockchain, the world’s most popular programmable blockchain.
Developers can program applications on Ethereum that create, store, and manage digital
assets, also called tokens, on the blockchain. These are called smart contracts or
decentralized applications (dapps). They are contracts or agreements enforced by the
Ethereum blockchain. Or rather, applications or scripts that run only as programmed on the
Ethereum network. You can build complex irreversible agreements without the need for a
middle man.
Decentralized finance has the opportunity to bring about a more resilient and transparent
financial system. Anyone with an internet connection is able to access and interact with smart
contracts built on the Ethereum blockchain. Many smart contracts are built to be open-source
and interoperable with existing smart contracts. So, users can verify the smart contracts’ code
and choose which services work best for them.
The DeFi ecosystem consists of permissionless and open-sourced financial primitive products
to create a transparent, interoperable, and inclusive global financial system of the future.

Hold up, can we talk about
stablecoins for a quick sec?
The possibilities unlocked by the concept of “programmable money” that ushered In the wave
of tokenization and ICOs has introduced thousands of digital assets to the world. However,
these cryptoassets have seen extreme volatility in price due to market speculation. This price
instability would create a huge burden for a modern financial system on the blockchain if we
rely on these general cryptoassets alone. A core component for the more robust and inclusive
financial infrastructure of the future is a stable medium of exchange. Fortunately, stability has
(so far) proved to be a feature that can be programmed into programmable money as well.
Enter stablecoins.
Stablecoins are like a smart version of the US Dollar (or any fiat currency). While the price of
ETH and other cryptocurrencies may fluctuate, you can count on a USD-pegged stablecoin to
hover around $1. The programmability and stability of stablecoins makes it ideal for payments,
commerce, banking, games, and many more decentralized applications.
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There are currently 3 main approaches to building stablecoins:
Fiat-collateralized stablecoins are backed by fiat reserves held by a custodian, typically a
bank. The company issuing the coins deposit fiat dollars into the bank and issue stablecoins
1:1 against this reserve. When a user wants to liquidate the stablecoin back into fiat, the
company destroys the coin and sends fiat dollars back to the user.
Crypto-collateralized stablecoins are backed with reserves of other cryptocurrencies such
as BTC or ETH. Everything is on the blockchain and no fiat is required, making this
mechanism more decentralized than the fiat-collateralized setup.
Non-collateralized stablecoins utilize smart contracts that control the inflation/deflation of
the stablecoin through a shares-for-coins and coins-for-shares mechanism. The shares
represent a claim on the future value of coins to fulfill demand while the coins themselves
act as a price-stable medium of exchange.

Fiat
Collateralized

Crypto
Collateralized

Non
Collateralized
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Because they are deployed on top of blockchains, stablecoins retain the advantages of
cryptocurrencies: natively digital, transferable, and decentralized. While stablecoins are
currently commonly used by cryptoasset traders as a peg against market volatility, welldesigned stablecoins have the potential to enable use cases that are uniquely enabled by
blockchain technology, and be a major catalyst for disruption to global financial infrastructure.
With stablecoins in the mix, companies have now started to take components of the traditional
financial system and are decentralizing it by replacing middlemen with smart contracts. These
tools are non-custodial, which means the user retains full control of the money, and (for now)
mostly deployed on Ethereum which means the protocol smart contracts are publicly available
and transactions verifiable on the public blockchain.
One of the most popular DeFi applications right now is Maker, which allows you to open
collateralized debt positions (CDPs) and borrow DAI (a cryptocurrency-backed, USD-pegged
stablecoin). The DAI infrastructure and currency has survived a turbulent year of price
fluctuations for ETH, they launched multi-collateral DAI on November 18th, 2019.

Source: Flipside Crypto
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The network graph shows stablecoins transfers within the Ethereum network from CeFi on the
left to DeFi on the right. DAI the decentralized stablecoin par excellence is overwhelmingly
used in DeFi. Centralised stablecoins are more and more accepted in DeFi, USDC from
Coinbase is starting to bridge the CeFi and DeFi ecosystems.
To give an idea of the growth of the DeFi ecosystem over the past year, the amount of money
locked in DeFi applications has grown from ~$20M to over $1B since the launch of the DAI
stablecoin in December 2018. Over half of this value is locked on the Maker platform. You can
check up-to-date statistics on the DeFi ecosystem on Defipulse.
Hand-in-hand with the rise of stablecoins, DeFi applications have emerged with protocols for
creating loan products, credit products, insurance products, as well as investment products
that pay out dividends.

Say hello to money legos, honeyyyy
Imagine a world where anyone can access financial services. No need for ID, no need for a
proof of residence to create a savings account or get a loan. Just connect to the internet to
access immediately the services you need. Well, this is what DeFi or Open Finance with
permissionless access to its dApps is accomplishing. The financial services applications work
without intermediaries: operations are guided by code (smart contract) they are
programmable and everything is fully transparent on the blockchain.
Developments have followed a similar path to Old Fi (the traditional financial industry). The
most basic services such as payments (Omisego) or peer-to-peer loans (ETHLend) are on
layer 1, usually independent from other protocols. The layer 2, leverages tools from layer 1 to
offer more complex features and new properties often relying on benefits of scale with the
pooling of funds, risks and also returns (Compound, Synthetix). Finally layer 3 solutions,
combine tools from the previous layers using complex financial operations to offer optimised
products (Pool Together, Curve). Solutions from previous layers are modules that can be
used to build complex financial applications, money legos.
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Progressively, the DeFi landscape is becoming more and more diverse covering all the facets
of the financial industry.
Payments - Raiden, OmiseGo, Request Network
Stablecoins - DAI, TrueUSD, Ampleforth
Wallets - Argent, Sablier
Exchanges & Liquidity - 0x, Kyber, Uniswap, Airswap, Balancer, Paraswap
Lending (including margin trading) - Compound, Aave, bZx
Derivatives - Synthetix, Augur, Opyn, FutureSwap, Pool Together
Asset management - TokenSets, Curve
Insurance/Mutual - Etherisc, NexusMutual
As these new solutions emerge and more and more funds are entrusted to these applications,
it is necessary to consider the risks they carry. With only a few years in operations, some of
the risks are still high to quantify and no full coverage solution exists.

Risks of DeFi - it ain’t always pretty
Blockchain and more so DeFi are young industries which bring along ingenious ways to
exchange and collaborate. When a new solution is conceived, it can quickly move from
research to implementation, which comes with its own share of risks. Very little historical data
is available to properly quantify risks, however they can be organized in the following
framework:
Internal risks
Smart contract risk is related to the code not behaving as intended, leading to liabilities
for third parties. Protocols are thoroughly tested and audited yet it is impossible to be
certain there are no bugs or potential exploits. This risk has resulted in millions of losses,
during the infamous DAO hack, a reentry vulnerability enabled an attacker to drain $50m.
Economic incentive risk describes a situation where some of the actors who maintain the
protocol lose the motivation to do so leading to failures in the functioning of operations.
This can be very damaging for the protocol leading to big losses. On the crypto black
Thursday of March 2020, market prices crashed and the network got congested meaning
transactions became very expensive. The Maker DAO oracles couldn't keep prices correct
and liquidators were asked to proceed to liquidations at a loss. Rather than losing money,
liquidations ceased until an emergency function allowed liquidators to offer 0 bids, which
led to a deficit in the system.
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Governance risk covers the control over the protocol and the funds (as backing, for
example). Some attack vectors to the governance architecture which could expose control
and funds. For example, with admin keys it is technically possible to steal the funds from a
protocol.
External risks
Network risk is related to the underlying blockchain. Indeed, DeFi only exists on the
blockchain. Each operation is conveyed within blockchain transactions which are priced in
gwei and rely on miners to be transmitted.
Composability risks are carried by other protocols integrated. For example, some attacks
rely on manipulating prices on the Uniswap exchange, also used as an oracle. Similarly,
when integrating a token, it is affected by its own market risks which might affect
operations.
Given the youth of the industry, many of the reasonings and applications have barely been
battle tested. Vulnerabilities are discovered regularly thanks to audits, bounties or unfortunate
hacks. There is no reward without risks. DeFi users need to be aware that much of the
ecosystem is still experimental, as such capital invested is at risk.
Although crypto-native open finance applications are still minuscule compared to their
traditional incumbents, they are growing at a phenomenal pace and offer several important
benefits over today’s centralized financial infrastructures. DeFi products are being tested in
the wild by real users worldwide and have already given us glimpses of what’s to come in the
new era built on programmable assets.

Thanks for listening to our TED talk!

ARE YOU OPYN TO
LEARNING MORE?

OPYN

Are you Opyn to learning more?
As a part of our submission, we want to highlight a project led by rad women in the DeFi
space and we chose Opyn!
Opyn is an awesome insurance platform to protect DeFi users started earlier. With two female
co-founders, that’s right we’re calling you out Aparna Krishnan and Alexis Gauba, we thought
it would be cool to explain Opyn and show women interested in DeFi how to use it.

Let's chat about our "options" here
Since Opyn is focused on options, here's a quick breakdown. An option is a kind of derivative.
Derivatives are a type of product that has it's value underlying in another asset. The most
common types of derivatives are: swaps, futures and options.
An option is an agreement between two parties: a seller and a buyer. The seller writes the
contract terms and sells it to the buyer for a premium. That means the seller now has an
obligation and the buyer has a right (but not an obligation) to exercise the contract terms upon
expiration.
An option contract has several parameters, upon which both parties have to agree beforehand.
The parameters are:
strike price
strike asset
underlying asset
maturity date
Also, there are two major types of options. They are puts and calls. A put option represents
the right to sell the underlying asset at strike price and the call option represents the right to
buy the underlying asset at strike price.
Keep in mind that in the traditional market there is a term called "spot price" and it represents
the price at the present moment. The strike price is the price that both parties agree to allow
the other part to exercise the option in case the spot price hits the strike price. It can be seen
as a thermometer: how close to the strike price the current spot price is? In the case of a put
option (right to sell the underlying asset at strike price), if the spot price is below the strike
price, the buyer would benefit from exercising the option. We say that the option is "in-themoney". If the spot price was higher than the strike price in this case, we would say that the
option is out-of-the-money.

OPYN

Opyn for Business
Opyn is working on managing DeFi risks by allowing users to protect their DeFi deposits, hedge
ETH risks, and provide an insurance layer for DeFi*.
Here are a few reasons why Opyn is different:
Covers technical and financial risks: Comprehensive coverage against smart contract hacks,
bank runs, administrative key compromise, and more.
Immediate claim payouts: If there is an issue with your DeFi deposits, you can make a claim
at any time to receive immediate payout.
Trustless claim and risk assessment: No trusted or manipulatable intermediaries are required
in determining insurance risk or assessing claims.
Noncustodial: All of your funds are stored in your wallet, so only you can access your fundsnot Opyn or anyone else.
Opyn has had 281 unique users interact with the dapp to date. A majority of the volume comes
from a few users that tend to be anonymous. This is a common user trait within the crypto space
seeing as the main value propositions behind crypto are self custody and anonymity. While we
thought it could be interesting to share the number of users that identify as female, there are no
specific stats available in regards to users’ preferred genders.
According to the Opyn team, the protection against ETH volatility market has the highest volume
and most of the users are long ETH. The only difference in views are the timeframe for which they
are willing to take risks. Some users may be long ETH long term, but are wary that ETH will crash
in the next few days or coming months. They often tend to be the users buying the ETH protective
put options. The users who are not afraid of ETH crashing in the next few days and/or months are
willing to sell the ETH protective put options.

OPYN

Why you should use Opyn in 5 words...
crypto protection, insurance, and hedging.
Opyn resources:
Audit - Report - Audited by Open Zeppelin
Protocol - Convexity, an open protocol
White Paper - Convexity Protocol: Building a Generalized Liquid Options Protocol in DeFi
Quick summary - Proposes a generalized noncustodial options protocol for Decentralized
Finance (DeFi). By depositing crypto-collateral (e.g. ERC20s or ETH), and specifying certain
key parameters (e.g. underlying asset, strike price, expiry date, etc.), options, writers are
able to mint arbitrary fungible ERC20 option tokens called oTokens.
Proposal - A generalized noncustodial options protocol for DeFi.
Process - By depositing crypto-collateral (e.g. ERC20s or ETH), and specifying certain key
parameters (e.g. underlying asset, strike price, expiry date, etc.), options writers are able to
mint arbitrary fungible ERC20 option tokens called oTokens. Selling those minted oTokens
allow writers to earn premiums, thereby generating revenue on their collateral. Buyers can
then purchase these oTokens, which trade on exchanges such as 0x or Uniswap, ensuring
market liquidity.
Use Cases:
Enables fungible and freely traded ERC20 option contracts.
Protective put strategies for deposit insurance (e.g.protecting users of tokenized money
markets like Compound against hacks and liquidity crises).
Protection against stablecoins like DAI crashing in value.
Allows DeFi users for the first time to earn significant premiums on their ETH holdings by
posting ETH as collateral in options selling.

THE WOMEN
BEHIND THE
SCENES AT OPYN

FEMALE CO-FOUNDERS

Aparna Krishnan
Aparna is the co-founder and CTO of Opyn, the first
risk management platform for DeFi. She previously cofounded mechanism labs - an open-source blockchain
research lab focused on blockchain scalability.
She was also the co-founder and Head of Education at
Blockchain at Berkeley.
There she taught the world's largest university
accredited blockchain class. She got into crypto in
2015 because of her passion for cryptography and was
named a Thiel Fellow prior to starting Opyn which led
her to collaborating closely with the team at MAKER
and DFINITY where she would eventually succeed in
raising financing their new venture using non-dilutive
grant capital before going on to build her team and
raise venture capital which they will be announcing
soon.
While at Berkeley, Aparna met Alexis Gauba who was
one of the founders of SHE 256 and Zubin Koticha and
the three decided to engage full-time in building OPYN
given their love of DeFi. Zubin Koticha, co-founder and
CEO of Opyn is also based in San Francisco.

FEMALE CO-FOUNDERS

Alexis Gauba
Alexis got into crypto in late 2016-early 2017 and she
found the whole sector fascinating, as anyone could
build applications on top of open source protocols. So
when she started her studies at UC Berkeley, she
found a Blockchain community of amazing people, who
were pushing the boundaries, using cutting edge crypto
already. At UC Berkeley Alexis met her cofounders,
with whom she then built Opyn. Around the same time,
Alexis met an incredible group of women, with whom
she started She256, which is a nonprofit focused on
diversity and inclusion in the crypto space.
Their main focus at Opyn was the user. So with her
research background Alexis, and her co founders, at
Opyn, conducted their user research with open-ended
questions, identifying the users’ pain points and then
followed them through their Opyn product journey, to
really address their needs.
“We found that people were really scared of the
technical and financial risks they were taking in Defi.
So we realised that in order for defi to really grow and
mature as a space, there had to be some kind of safety
mechanism, hedging and risk management. And this is
how Opyn was born!”
Opyn’s overall mission is to build an inclusive, fair and
open financial system, by bringing on a layer of safety
and protection. Opyn launched in February 2020, and
their cumulative volume is $9 million already.Alexis is
an active user of many Defi protocols and deposits
funds to earn interest mainly on Compound. As Opyn is
integrated with Compound’s protocol, it will also be
purchasing the “Comp'' token that gives them voting
rights into Compound’s DAO.

STEP BY STEP TUTORIAL
TO BUY OR SELL
INSURANCE ON OPYN

BUY INSURANCE TUTORIAL

Create Coinbase Account
Go to Coinbase and create an account. Go through the steps to set up an account and verify your
identity. Once your account is ready to go, you can start trading on the platform.

Install MetaMask
and setup your Ethereum Wallet
Check here for a detailed guide on how to open a Coinbase account, setup MetaMask, & obtain DAI.

Buy Insurance on Compound
Why?
You’ve deposited some DAI or USDC into Compound to earn interest. You’ve heard about all the
recent hacks and you want to protect yourself against loss on your deposit in the event that
something happened to Compound. You learn about Opyn, the protocol that allows you to buy
insurance on your Compound deposit. If the value of DAI or USDC drops, you have the right to make
a claim and receive the value of your DAI when you first purchased it (in ETH, minus the Max Loss).
Step 1: Go to Opyn Buy page
If you have USDC or DAI in Compound that you want to insure on Opyn, navigate to the Opyn buy
page.
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After you connect your wallet, you will see the “Amount in Compound” column update to the
underlying balance of your cTokens. In the example, the user has deposited 36 DAI into the
Compound system. “Insured” shows what percentage of that amount is insured with Opyn (0%
since we haven’t purchased any insurance yet). “Duration” is how long the insurance will last. In
this case, in 9 months and 20 days the insurance will expire and if you have not needed to use it,
you will need to purchase additional insurance. Uninsured Yield is the current interest you are
earning on your DAI in Compound.
Step 2: Select the asset you want to insure
In our example, we are going to insure DAI. We click on the DAI row and see the following screen.
Claim is greyed out because we don’t have any insurance to claim at this moment. You’ll see the
number of oCDAI tokens available on Uniswap.
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Step 3: Buy Insurance
Click on Buy Insurance and select how
much of your DAI you want to insure. In
this example, we have selected all 36 DAI.
Click Confirm to continue.

Step 3: Continued
Confirm the transaction on MetaMask.
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That’s it! You’ve purchased insurance for your cDAI! You now have the option to submit a Claim
and immediately receive payment if anything were to happen to the value of your DAI in Compound.

If you go back to the main Buy page, you’ll see that the “Insured” column updated to 100% insured
since we insured all of our DAI deposit in Compound.
Step 4: Add ocDAI to your MetaMask wallet (optional)
You can add your ocDAI tokens to your MetaMask wallet. In MetaMask, click the hamburger icon on
the left and select Add Token at the very bottom. Select Custom Token and paste in
`0x98cc3bd6af1880fcfda17ac477b2f612980e5e33` This is the address of the ocDAI token contract.
Select Next and you should see your ocDAI tokens in your wallet!
Technical: On the backend, when you purchase insurance for your DAI, you will be purchasing a
certain amount of ocDAI tokens from Uniswap whose underlying value equals the amount of DAI
you are insuring. If you purchase insurance for you USDC, you are purchasing a certain amount of
ocUSDC tokens from Uniswap.
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Sell Insurance on Compound
Why?
You want another way to earn interest on your ETH. You can do so by locking up ETH to
provide insurance to others for their Compound deposits of DAI and USDC- the other side of
Buy Insurance on Compound. This is similar to earning interest on your DAI in Compound by
depositing the DAI. The difference here is that the buyers of the insurance on Opyn have the
right to make a claim if the value of DAI or USDC drops and get paid out in the ETH that was
locked up by you, the seller.
Step 1: Go to Opyn sell page
Under the Sell Insurance on Compound, you can select DAI or USDC. The Earn (APR) column
tells you much interest you can earn for locking up 1 ETH. The Collateralization Requirement
is 140%, and the insurance will expire in 9 month and 19 days. That means, someone that
Buys insurance has 9 months and 19 days to make a claim in case the value of their DAI or
USDC drops.
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Step 2: Select USDC and then click Sell
Insurance on the next screen.

Step 2: Continued
On the top left under ETH Collateral, you
can enter how much ETH you want to lock
up. We’ll use 1 ETH in our example.
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You will see the number of oTokens created on the bottom line. At this moment, 1 ETH will mint
4119.351 ocUSDC tokens. That is using a collateralization ratio of 200%. That means, in order
to mint $100 worth of oTokens, you will need $200 worth of ETH.
If you lower the collateralization ratio bar, you’ll see more oTokens created. That’s because the
amount that you need to over collateralize drops and you can mint more tokens for your same
value of ETH. If we drop the ratio down to the 140% minimum, 5884.7871 ocUSDC tokens are
minted. A lower ratio means you have less of a buffer of ETH in case the price drops. To be
safe, use the highest collateralization ratio.

Click confirm!
Technical: On the back-end, when you select confirm, you are opening up a “Vault” in the Opyn
protocol, adding your ETH collateral to it, minting oTokens, and selling them on Uniswap for ETH.
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Buy Protective Put Options on ETH
Why?
Now, let’s say instead of wanting to buy insurance on your DAI or USDC, you want to hedge
your risk on your ETH. Similar to your worry about the value of your DAI or USDC going down,
you think that the value of ETH will go down and you want to protect yourself against that
risk. You have two Put Options to purchase. The first option will allow you to sell the Put
Option if the price of ETH falls before 160 USDC before 5/1/20. The cost of that option is
$4.6702 for 1 ETH. The second option will give you the right to sell if the price of ETH falls
before 100 USDC before 4/24/20. The cost of that option is $.3423 for 1 ETH. The first option
is more expensive because there is a higher risk that the value of ETH will drop below 160
USDC by 5/1/2020.

Go through the same steps as above for insuring DAI or USDC, but this time with ETH.

Step 1: Select the Put Option you
want to purchase
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Step 2: Purchase Put Option
Click on Continue Purchase and enter
the amount of ETH you want to
protect. Click confirm.

Step 3: Exercise the Option if ETH falls before the Strike price that you chose. You will
receive your payment in USDC.

Technical: On the backend, when you purchase a Put Option for ETH, you are sending ETH
and purchasing oETH tokens from Uniswap.
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Sell Protective Put Options on ETH
Why?
If you want to earn interest on your USDC, you can do so by providing protection to others on
their ETH. You have a good feeling the price of ETH won’t be going down so the chances of
someone needing to redeem their put is highly unlikely.
Step 1: Go to Opyn sell page.
Under the Sell Protective Put Options on ETH, you have different options available. Let’s
select the put option on ETH with a $160 strike price which expires on 5/8/20. This means if
the value of ETH falls below $160, a buyer can exercise their option and your USDC would be
paid out to them. Proceed with caution.

When you click on your selection, this
screen will pop up. Click Continue.
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Step 2: Unlock your USDC
Approve Opyn to spend your USDC by unlocking it and
approving the transaction through your MetaMask wallet.

When you click on your selection, this
screen will pop up. Click Confirm.

Confirm the transaction on MetaMask.
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Step 3: Deposit USDC
Type in the amount of USDC. When you supply 100 USDC, you’ll see
the Premiums you will earn is .0045 ETH or $0.8715. Again, the
expiration date is 5/08/2020 with a strike price of 160 USDC. This
transaction will mint 0.625 oETH. Click confirm to continue.

That’s it! You’ve deposited your USDC and earned some interest. You’ll have
to wait until the expiry date to receive your collateral plus the interest.
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Step 4: Sell more Protection or Reduce Position (optional)
Until your expiry date, you have the option to sell more protection (deposit
more USDC), or reduce your position. When you reduce your position, you
first have to buy back some oETH tokens from Uniswap, and then you can
submit them to Opyn to burn and receive your USDC collateral.

Technical: On the back-end, when you sell protection on ETH, you are
opening up a “Vault” in the Opyn protocol, adding your ERC20 collateral to it,
minting oTokens, and selling them on Uniswap for ETH.

THE AFTERMATH

THE AFTERMATH

We are taking what we learned from this research
project and paying it forward. We will be
coordinating an informal and educational session
aimed at discussing personal finance issues,
wants, and needs of women. Then we will
introduce DeFi as a potential solution and
incorporate it into the group's financial literacy.
The goal is to not only engage broader, non
crypto, audiences, but also explore different
educational frameworks to enable easier access
and better understanding of DeFi through a
consultative, comfortable and empowering setup.
Winning this bounty would help us make this
vision a reality. We will continue to encourage
female focused education, as outlined in our
initial goals, and we thank you for giving us a
platform to have our voices heard.
We <3 MetaCartel!

